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ENCOURAGING PUBLIC DEMAND 
FOR ACCOUNTABILITY

C
entre for democracy and development blamed the citizens for the part they play in ensuring 

representative, Austin Aigbe, lamented over corrupt- filled elections, by accepting money and gift 

the Huge amount of money spent during items from political aspirants in exchange for votes, yet, 

elections, for purchase of forms and inducement for hope for good governance. He said that aspirants get into 

votes from electorates, adding that citizens should not office ruling with so much arrogance and begin to save 

expect these politicians to work after collecting money taxpayers money for the next election, because they 

from them, during DoroCorruption radio program on bought their mandate from the party and citizens with 

Wazobia FM. large sums.

He said that citizens govern themselves as a result of the Reacting to agitation of listeners on the failure of 

governments' inability to perform for the greater good of Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC) to 

everyone, advising citizens to build resistance against monitor and regulate activities of party primaries and the 

the urge to compromise their rights to good governance movement of funds during elections, Mr. Austin pointed 

for money. out that INEC is supposed to regulate finance during 

The Convener of Say No Campaign, Ezenwa Nwagwu, elections but lack the capacity to do so, due to the 
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that will work for the greater good of Nigerians, not the 

ones that will excite them with money and gift items.

He also stressed the need to strengthen the capacity of 

communities, whereby the communities will own a 

charter, which will give room for negotiation with 

political candidates who seek their votes to get into 

office.

Mr. James of Say No Campaign added that these 

political aspirants make recouping the money they spent provision of the law which limits them to regulating only 

during election, their first preoccupation immediately candidates' spending, saying that the law does not 

they get into office, thereby ignoring the basic needs of address exorbitant sale of forms by political parties.

citizens because these huge sums they spend during Contrary to the popular believe on the role of INEC to 

elections might be loans or proceeds from sale of their monitor party primaries, He said that INEC is assigned 

properties.to only observe party primaries, hence, cannot react if 

Mr. Austin exhorted citizens and civil society they notice any wrongdoing or malpractice during the 

organizations to start naming and shaming parties and process.

political aspirants, who try to induce citizens with Mr. Ezenwa heavily censured politicians who keep away 

money and promote the ones who embrace good societal public funds for private use and categorized them 

norms and values.enemies of the good people of Nigeria, while he 

encouraged citizens to look out for political candidates 
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INSTITUTING THE HALL OF FAME: RECOGNIZING 
INTEGRITY AND EXCELLENCE

T
he popular opinion which label every continues, Say No Campaign decided to recognize and 

government official corrupt, has beclouded the promote individuals who maintained and still maintains 

minds and reasoning of many Nigerians, to integrity, accountability and transparency while 

identify those that stands out from the throng in various occupying public offices.

public/elective positions. According to the chairman of Lawyers network against 

corruption, Barr. Ezenwa Anumnu, instituting the hall of 

fame is a good way of encouraging honesty and 

depopulating the hall of shame which many Nigerians are 

perpetual members of, this he stated during Say No 

Campaign's DoroCorruption radio program on Wazobia 

FM.

The Say No Campaign Hall of Fame was conceived as a 

way to honor individuals with exceptional performance 

that have made enduring impacts on multifarious levels. 
While induction into its hall of shame, morally bankrupt 

It is also meant to memorialize the vision, 
public officers who avariciously use their elective 

accomplishments, and lasting impacts of leaders among 
positions to short-change the good people of Nigeria 

citizens and Nigeria as a country.
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To this, the convener of Say No Campaign, Ezenwa 

Nwagwu made it open for listeners during the program, 

to freely nominate individuals they feel should make it to 

the hall of fame and also hall of shame, with justifiable 

reasons for their nomination, adding that religious 

leaders should not be nominated.

He further explained that nomination from listeners 

should not be limited to public figures or politicians, but 

also unknown citizens with outstanding and dignifying 

performance in their various fields.

Nwagwu also said that the open nomination is in 
in other to celebrate or shame these nominees, after a 

preparation for the International Day Against Corruption, 
thorough investigation of their activities.

S

payment of workers' salaries is totally wrong.

He added that the Nigeria Labour congress is following 

up the disbursement and utilization of the Paris club 

refund, to ensure they are not just received and used by 

the state government to fund elephant projects that are of 

no benefit to the citizens, while reaching out to citizens at 

various levels through training, education and 

mobilization programs around the issue of 

anticorruption, and making sure that the workers at the 

state level, through NLC state council begin to ask 

questions from their various government over the Paris peaking to DoroCorruption crew on wazobia 

club fund.FM, the Assistant General Secretary of Nigeria 

Listeners deprecated over the Federal governments' Labour Congress, Mr. Eustace James Imoyera 

inability to supervise the utilization of the bail out funds expressed gross disappointment over the state 

by the state government, governments' dependence on the Paris club refund to 

adding that the federal service workers' salaries, because the payment of salaries 

government were not is a statutory responsibility of every employer whether 

supposed to release the private, state government or federal government. 

third tranche of the Paris Inasmuch as the release of the last tranche was 

club fund, since the state specifically tied to settlement of workers entitlement, in 

government were unable to terms of salaries, pensions and other entitlements that 

service workers' salaries states owe their workers, Mr. Eustace said, the Paris club 

from the previous tranche.refund is an avenue for the state to get fresh fund, beyond 

Mr. Eustace encouraged the monthly statutory allocation, in other words, the state 

workers to be on a street protest once they are owed governments' mainstay on the Paris club refund to service 
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salaries for more than two months, without waiting for they are not supposed to make demands on the basis of 

arrears to accumulate, adding that industrial action is a Prudence, transparency and accountability from the 

major way to get a meaningful response from the government, because many public officials celebrate 

government. questionable opulence which the source is not far from 

He advised citizens not to be compromised into believing tax payer's money.

THE RECOVERED ABACHA LOOT; ASK QUESTIONS 
AND ENSURE TO GET ANSWERS.

T
he rumor that the recovered Abacha loot was people, he said that the federal government established 

given to select citizens was dispelled by the the National Social Safety-Nets Coordinating Office 

Director of Research and Policy from African (NASSC0) to create a comprehensive list of all the poor 

Network for Environment and Economic Justice people in Nigeria called National Social Register, which 

(ANEEJ), Mr. Matthew Ayibakuro, during the should be achieved through Poverty Map and Proxy 

DoroCorruption radio program on Wazobia FM, Abuja. Means Tests (PMT), to be verified by the national cash 

According to him, the government initiated a cash transfer office,  adding that the register is a prerequisite 

for any state to benefit from the Abacha loot.

The Convener of Say No Campaign, Mr. Ezenwa 

Nwagwu suggested that the communities should create 

their own list of poor people, through a stakeholder 

arrangement or the different groups in the community, to 

avoid imposition from the higher authorities.

Mr. Matthew said that Nigeria lack coordination in asset 

recovery, making it easy for agencies at different levels to 

seize criminal assets, while advocating for the Proceeds 

of Crime Bill which empowers an agency over all 

recovered loot, to be passed. transfer program in 2016, from a loan gotten from world 

He admonished citizens to quit constantly waiting for bank, with the aim of giving the poorest of Nigerians five 

civil society groups to amplify cases of corruption, but to thousand naira, he added that the recovered Abacha loot 

also fight from their corners, while stressing the need to currently housed in the central bank of Nigeria, will be 

ask questions and ensure to get answers from the relevant added to the cash transfer program and haven't been 

bodies regarding the Abacha loot.spent, contrary to the speculation by many Nigerians.

Mr. Ezenwa urged citizens to be alert and monitor the Reacting to the question on governments' criteria for 

recovered Abacha loot to ensure a judicious utilization selecting the poorest of the poor amongst the Nigerian 
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